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IlEGIORAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND INTEGRATION III AFRICA: LESSONS,

FACTORS AND IMPLICATIONS FORCotLECTIVE

SECURITY, STABILITY AND DEVELOPMENT

By

Professor WILFRED A. NDONGKO

DETEBHINIlfG

1. INTllODUC'l'ION
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This study has been prepared for the Economic Cooperation Office (ECO)

of the United Natiolls Economic COIIlillission for Africa (UNECA) within the

framework of the Project on Stability, Security and Cooperation in Africa

(SSCA). The objective of the study is to assess the lessons frOll Past and

present sUbregional economic cooperation and integration efforts for the

envisaged African Economic Community,' and the implications for collective

security, stability and development in Africa with emphasis on the role of

internal factora. i.pact or external factors, ~chanisms for facilitating trade,

production. UDaIlce and technology and, the financing of eco_ic cooperaHOD

and integration•

.. an introductory note to the study, it may be recalled that in the political

arena, the first twenty years of independence in many African countries were

consecreted essentially to the conaolidation of political power by the African

leaders. The instability which accompanied political independence in the early

sixties and the continoUB exietence ot multiple socio-economic and political

.nel....... which resisted and frustrated the general mo"ellSnt for independence

in thO! entire continO!nt, :¢,oduced the lIuch needed impetus for African countries,

to indi'ridual1y and collectively atl:he'leYSl of the OrgacieaUon of African

Unity (DAD), to accord priority to tbe economic, social, and cultural dillensions

of political independence. This was absolutely necessary becau.. political

powar and influence could only be assured &Ad sustained through a paralled

control of their eCOIlOllic, social and cul tu.r&l destiny.
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1.1. Pre-1980 Socio-Economic Situation.

By 1980, however, that is twenty years after independence, it was

discovered that the political fragility of the African continent was compounded

by its economic, social and cultural fragility. Indeed, the relevation of the

failure of many Africa de".lOpilent policies and programr.es which were baaed

essentially on the dOllliaant role of interoatioo development and printe: foreign

iavestment in tbe development process as against, domestic mobilisation and

effective utilisa~ion of national resources was demonstrated by the results of

many studies, notably the Pearson Report on the Development of tbe Third World

and the different World Bank Reports on World Development in general and

Africa in particular. For exuple, of the 36 countries considered by the

World Bank in 1979, as the least dneloped, 23 of them (i.e 6~) were found

in Africa.

Between 1960 and 1979, the African cOllt1l1ent re_iIled largely in

a state of cORtinous ecoll~ic and social criaia without aDy well-defined laid

down policies for aelf-reliant and aelf-sustaining deTelopment. In particular,

during this period, the African continent was mare drastically affected than

other third world,countries by the counter productive. negative achievemente

and edea,irable impact at the dnelopllent policies and strategies initiated and

sot into aotion by most Afriean states. Consequently, by 1979, the continent

was unable to achie?e any ~ignific.nt growth rate and economic, development or

e?en satisfactory stand~ds of living for its population. To complicate the

problem, Africa held the highest death and loweet life expectancy rates in the

world. Additionally, approxi..tely one-fifth of the African ehildren died

before the age of one and ooly a quarter of the African population bad acce.e

to safa drinking water. The 98)1 food self-sLlfficiency I'atio of the 19&o's in

Africa. dropped to, 86% by 1980.

The problellls of underde.velOJllllent arid unellplo)'llODt were of allU'lling

magnitude. Because of the extroversion of the African economies at political

independence, and the weaknese of the production base and udiYeraified a;Tatem,

••
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a vast natural and h~an potential coexisted with'famine, illiteracy and

abject poverty_ These inherent structural deficiencies were aggravated by

natural diaaaters and the decline in international commodity prices. InCleed,

during the OAOjEcA MonroTia S,.posiu. On the luture Development Prospects of

Africa To...ili-ds the Iear eooo, held in February, 1979, Professor Aclebayo Adecleji

pointed out that' b)' 1979"the African econ~1 was lltill basicall;r underdeveloped I

characterised essltntially by 10'0' per capita ioco.. , a very high proportion of

the population in agriculture, low levels of productivity, a circumscribed and

fractured iudustrial based, a high dependence on a vulnerabl, narr9w spec~rum

of prilll8ry export commodities, a transport network geared largel;r to the export

sector, a llharp bifurcation between the traditional and export sectors, a higb

degree of illiteracy, low levels of life expectancy and predominance of ,expatriate

business entreprise in banking, cOllllllerce, finance, industry and II&lIagelDsllt".1

!'hus, by 1979, Africa's GNP accoWlted for only 2.,,*, of the eJItire wo)-lel

,roduct. At 1}65 (US), ths contine~t of Africa bad the loweat ayerap annUal

per capita income in the world. wbilst its infant mortality rate of 1'7 per

1000 was the highest in the world. In the health sector, there was one doctor

for ever, 672 people in the urban areall whilst ill the rural area. the ..erage

was 01111 1 per 26,000 inhabitant••2 1I0r.e still, Africa b;r 1979 ... c1epelldant

laraely on ot her countries. even for tood. Illtemattonsl trade end colt.ercial

structures were still invariably in a Horth-South di~ctionl a past colonial

legaby which had toatered and perpetuated unequal exchange with the undesirable

consequences of -deteriorating teras of trade, outwaret-orieotedproduction,

little domestic processing of raw materials and .0 OQ-.'

According to Prof. Edell Kodjo. the former OAO' Seeretal')' - Gelleral, ecollollic

growth before 1979 in mAA1 African countriss w.s lIini..li I181Dely 2.~ tor 1I0n

petroleUlll exporting ones. In additioll, the average rats of growth during the

'4period 1960 to 1975 was ~_ This wall very low when off.et against the rate of
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population growth. '!'he balance of pa;rments deficits of the African countries was

estimated at around 58000 million (USD). Consequently, the African external debt

had increased consi'derab1" by 1978. Indeed it trippled between 1970 and 1976.

reaching at 124,500 million (US) in the latter "ear. To this extent, African

countries were tnose wnicb sutTerea most from the inaaequacies of the econcmic adjust-

ment prueess, caused by low rates of econoaic growth, ...ery high inflationary rates

(15.5~ on 'an average) and the substantial worsening of the trade deficit. More

disturbing wne the fact that inter-African trade was on the decline; dropping from

5.~ in 1970 to 4.1~ in 1976.5
1.2. iolicy, Initiatives in the 1980.

Confronted with such a definitely undesirable and disturbing situation, which

could only continue to worsen in the 1980's, the only rational approach was to adopt

a radical change of attitude and policies by African leaders and decision-makers.

This called for an analysis of the underlying problems involved, identifying their

root causes, and initiating policies and programmes which could create a material

and cultural environment conducive of self-fulfilment and creative participation of

the African peop1. in _tiona! de....loplllent. "'eedless to emphasize, the African

Heads of State and Governments of the OAU recognised the fact that the dream of an

Africa free from hunger, sickness, ignorance, unellplo;rment, social and cultural

inequalities, ecternal pressures and agressionj could only come true if the continent

was self-sufficient and self-sustaining through self-perpetuating development with

the free and effective participation of the entire population.

To ensure the re'alization of this goal, the African Heads of State and Govermlent

therefore, gave their blessing to the Lagos Plan of Action (LPA) and Final Act of

Lagos (FAt) in 1980 and sUbsequently the African Priority Programme for Economic

Recovery (APPER) in 1986 - all of which were intended to attain foodse1f-sufficiency,

rapid self-sustained economic development at the national, subregional and regional

(continental) levels; and in the words of President Abdou Diouf of Senegal "thus

bring about a lasting re ...eraal of the profound trends that have led a large number

of African countries to distressing macro economic changes and desperate emergency

situations".6

-;

,

- I
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It will be recalled that theLPA and FAL which were deliberated and later

approved by the OA.U _aber states in Lagas (Nigeria) in 1980 whilst the APPER

which w~ approved by tbeaame Member States in '9B6,witb a view to redressing

the African economies Which had been undergoing serious and perenial crisis; were

indeed the final outcome or products of • series of OAUjtCA Syaposiums/Conferences!

Sellli!lars/Discussions which took place before 1980 to examine Afric&!! de...loJeent
.-

problems and the lOllg-term prospects for the continents development; as well. as

• the various Resolutions and Declarations of the Member States of OAU on the

cri tical issues of develoJllllent in the African continent.

As concerns the LPA, it should be borne in mind that emphasis was placed on

the establishment of national, sub-regional and regional institutions which could

facilitate the attainment of the objectives of collective self-reliant and self-

sustainment especially in the important areas of human resource development,

science and technology, self-sufficiency in food production and eupply, industrial

development, transport and cOllllllunications, natural resource control, aanagelllent,

e%ploration and extr~ction, deveiopment of indigenous entrepreneurship and the

preservation of the natural environment amongst otbers.? Incidentally, however,

although the broad goals and objectives of the LPA reflected the concerns and

uneasiness of the African leaders regarding the economic and social problems Which

Africa confronted during the first twenty years of its independence, it should

be noted that the Act was completely silent on the important issues of culture,

•
• national defense and the democratisation of the development process at the

national, sub-regional and regional levels in the African continents.

FAL was the by-product of the LPA, ~hich as stated earlier, was discussed

and approved by the African Heads of States and Governments of the OAU during the

Second Extraordinary Session of OAU held in Lagos (Nigeria) in April. 1980,

Specifically, FAL confirmed the adherence of the African States to the LPA. It

also called for the setting up by the Year 2000, an African Economic Community

Which was to enhance the realization of the economic, social and cultural inte-
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grat~on of the continent. The aim of creating the Community ~a8 also to promote

a collecti"e, ~cce~erated, ae1f-re1iant and self-sustaining de.e1opnent'of tbe "

member Btates, foster closer cooperation among the states and their integration

in the econollic, sociu '-Del cultural fields. The African Economic ComlllUnity wu

however, to be. proceeded by: (a) strengthening of existing regional econollic

communities and the esta~lisbJllent of new ones, (b) the effective Btrengtheninjr.', .
".

of .sectoral integratioD!'t the oontinental l.vel particularly in the fielela of

agriculture, ~ood, transport ~d communication, industry and energy and (c)·tbe •

promotion of and harmoni~ation of existing and future groupings for a gradual

establishment of an African Common Market in the 198Os.8

With respect to APPER, it should be poiDted out that its contents reflected,

in many respects the collective and individual efforts of African states .to

undertake the economic recovery and tr8.Ilsformation of the continent with agriculture

occupying a central place. In particular, APPER ren",cted the. profoWld ,desire of

Africa to put an end to a recurrence of famine, to i.proTe the lot of the poorest.

sectors of the population, to restore agriculture and to reeol.'! tbe drelldfu;!.

problem posed by inexorable diversification. Addressing the United Rations

Special Session ell A.frican econollic problells in 1986, President Abdou Diouf of

Senegal smphasi~ed that APPER demonstrated abo.e all, the choosing of strategic

economic development priorities, by making agriculture and improvement of the

food sit~ation tbe ceDtral issues.9

Needless. to emphasize, the ob~.ctives of APPER fitted largely into the

frlUlework of the North-South dialogue. In addition, they were also included

in the efforts which have oeen aimed at relaunching tbe process of development

in t~e countries of the South in general. To this end, APPER has formed &II

integral part of the consultations and negotiations geared towards the.e\ltablishl/lent

of a more just and lIore equitable interDationa1 economic order •. However,

although APPER was initiated largel;r within the framework of the LPA and FAL, its.

'.•

11---------------------------------------- I
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objectives and targets in terms of specificity, clarity and quantification of the

resources needed for their implementation and monitoring were less ambitious

and 1I0re realistic than those of the two Aet. - LPA and FAL. In particular,

APPER laid ellphasis on .certain priority sectors at the national, sUb-regional·

and regional (continental) le.vels. Apart from emphasis on agr:l.cultural developlent,.,

other priorities areas included rehab~litation of agro-related industries,

developllll!nt of transport and communication, trade and finanee, drought alld
•

desaertification and human resource development, planning and effective utilizat

ion. 10

Despite the fact the goals and objectives of LPA, FAL and APFER fully

demonstrated growing concern of the OAU Member States for the ·deteriorating

African. economic and social situation during the first twenty years o! independence,

many IKr/World Bank initiated and sponsored Structural Adjustment and Stabilization

Prog~~8 have been introduced in many African countries without due coaaideration

given to the long-tel'll objectives anri gOAls of tbe two Acts and Economic Ilellover1

Progr.... to which tbe OAD Member State. gave tbeir blessing, in 1980 and '986,

respecti.e11. Consequent1" as Professor Adebayo A4erieJi bas warned, "the

contemporary ecoDollic leason in Africa is that the traditional objectives of

structural adjustlllnt programmes muet yield place to tbe need to restor eCODOIIIic

, growtb in Africa through restructuring of production patterns and domestic markets

whicb alone coulri facilitate the achievement of long-term Qe~lopment objectives

and enaure equity in the distribution of the fruita of national developlllent n'1

This will certainly go a large extent to complement and even reinforce the objectives

of tbe LPA, ,AI. and APPER.
1.3. Focus of the Study:

Against the foregoing background, it is hoped that this study will clari!1

some of tha touchr is••e••s well as suggest so.e alternative meaaures and

policies for dealing witb scme of the complex and touch, proble.s Which have

influenced aubataintia11y the efforta towards regioll81 economic and integration
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in Africa. To this end therefore, section 2 takes up an assessment of the lessons

from the paat and present subregional economic cooperation and integration

efforts and their implications for the proposed African EconOlllic COlml1unity.

Section 3 is then devoted to an analysis the importance of internal factors

like non-viability of isolated national development, generation of effective

political will, internal-strife and intra-African conflicts and mobilisation

of effective popular support for regional economic and integration in Africa.

In Section 4, an assessment of the impact of external factors like the

Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs), Regional Economic Blocs, unified

economic and political arrangements, foreign debt crisis, falling commod~ty

prices and East-west Cooperation in African economic cooperation is un~ertaken.

In Section 5, the various ways of effectively financing of Africa economice

cooperation and integration at the subregional and regional levels as well as

mechanisms for & massive transfer of international resources (at the ~gnitu'.

of the Marshall Plan) to Africa for its economic recovery and development are

examined. Analysis of the relationship between economic cooperation on the

one hand and collective security, stability and development on the other

is taken up in Section 6. Finally in Section 7, the summary conclusions as well

as the lessons and implications for the collective security, stability and

development of the Africa are presented.

•

-,

•

--------------,
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2. REVIEW OF PAST AND PRESENT SUBREGIONAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION

AND INTEXlRATION EFFOllTS

2.1. Policy Framework for Cooperation: An Assessment

Inspite of the potential and far-reaching Ulpact of the LPA, FAL and APPEll
.

on the econOlllic deve10pllent and destiny of the African continent especially.

through the creation of an African COIIlIIlon Market by 1990 and an African Econollic

Community by the Year 2000, it is regrettable that these important basic

instruments of policy did not contain any explicit and clearly defined

mechanisms for the implementation and monitoring of tbeir objectives and goals

especially at the national, subregional and regional (continentAl) levels. In

particular, there were no provilSione or mechanislls for follow-up implementationl

and to strengthen the technical and administrative capacities of African

governments, aubregional and continental institutions/organisations for programme

and policy design, training and resource mobilisation.

With ~spect to the LPA and FAL, the limited or even non-implementation and

monitoring of most of their objectives and goala could be explained by a

complete absence in the two Acts of an evaluation and investment budgets which

could have indicated the expected resources and the mechanisms for their

mobilisation as well as utilization. This problem was compounded also by the

complete absence of control, execution and monitoring mechanisms at the nstional,

subregional and regional levels. Furthermore, both the LPA and FAL did not

contain any development model Which could bave bighlighted the importance

and impact of both internal and external factors on tbe long-term development

process of Africa; as vell as analyse the system of land tenue and ownership,

production system, distribution of fruits of development, nationalisation of

foreign private enterprises, etc. Finally, both Acts were completely a1lent

On the role of the various African socio.econoaic.groups in the formulation,

execution and monitoring, especially of those development policies and programmes

which directly affect thsir destiny. In short, there was complete abssnce of the
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'strategic importance of the democratisation of the development process at all

levels - national, subregional and regional (continental).

As concerns the implementation of APPER, a number of major policy measures

were to be initiated by the African governments with due emphasis on policy

reorientation, particularly i'n the efficient management of their national

economies, population planning and control, participation of the masses in

development and the integration of w~n in the national development process.

At the subregional and regional (continental) levels, there was to be the

strengthening of the existing il1stitutions and policy fr3Jl1eworklS as well as

the consolidation of African continental cooperation in accordance with the

objectives and goals of LPA and FAL. In regard to the budgetary (financial)

estimates for APPER. it was envisaged that its complete implementation was to

require the sum of '128.1 billion (US) during the period 1986 - 1970. In spite

the severe'· financial and budgetary constraints which were aggravated by

perenial economic criais, the Atrican countries committed themsel.ea to provide

182.5 billion (US), that i8 64.4" of the total cost of implementing the Priority

Programme, through the mobilization of their domestic resources. The remai~ing

145.6 billion (US) being the ahort-tall between the total financial requirements

for the implementation of APPER and the expected domestic resources wae to come

trom bilateral and multilateral international development aid donors.

Furthermore, in order to ensure the smooth implementation of APPER, effective

measures were to be taken by the international community to. alter the

international economic environment especially through the stabilizatiOn of

raw material pricelS at renumerative levels, the increasing 9t concessional

grants and financing of Africa and the eaBing ot the debt and debt servicing

burdens. In addition, policr adjustments ".re to be UIldertaken by the aid donors

and recipients within'the tramework of the ongoing North-South dialogue and in

the spirit of equal partnership based on multual interest. For their part,

Atrican countries were to mobilize all their energies and resources for the

-,

•

41------ _
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attainment of the ambitious but important 'objectives defined in the Priority

Programme; by taking significant and effeetiveausterity and adjustment

measures at the national level. In partioular, African oountries were 'to sought

to strengthen and broaden intra-African oooperation in many sectors and

by 80 doing foster the creation of an African Common Market and later an African

Eoonomic Community as envisaged in LPA and FAL. Thus to a large extent, APPER

contained some explicit mechanisms for its implementation and monitoring as

co~red to the LPA and FAL whiehcontsined virtually nothing.

Ironically, however, the attempts to explain the very liaited

,

implementation of the objec$ives and goals of LPA, FAL and APPER by most African

official doouments and authorities, have been focused exclusively on the

influence of exogenous factors or forces (such as the continuous fall in the prices

of oil and primary commodities in World Markets, heavy debt and debt servioing

burden, eto) on the erroneous oonclusion that these are the only relevant

explanatory factors necessary for the construction of any nornative development

scenerio in for the economy of the African continent. This is because the LPA and

FAL in particular'and the APPER to. limited ,~xtent, provided no role for

endogenous factors suoh as minor but significant socio-economic decision-~kers,

peasant farmers, workers and the unemployed masses. In addition, other important

endogenous factors 8uch as local socio-economic groupe in the pUblic

and private business sectora and tbeir collaborative roles with foreign business

international financial institutions and foreign' governments were never considered

by the three socio-econOllic instruments of polic,. for Afrioa's long-term d.......lopment.

For this reason, therefore, the three documents LPA, FAL and APPER - did not

contain any i.plementation and monitoring mechanisms nor they did not comprehen

sively explain the nature snd magnitude of the African socio-economic under.

developm..nt and the lons-t6rm d..velopment perspectiYes of the continent.

To the eztent that all the OAU Kember States were cOllllllitted to the

implementation of a sharply focused, practical and operational aet of objectives,
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Soals, .cUvities and develQpment priorities .s el.borded in the LPA and FAL

in 19~ and subsequently in APPER in 1986, there is no doubt that effectin

execution and monitoring could have had a long-stsnding and positive impact

on the long-term economic recovery and dev.lopllent of the African continent

as well .s ensure the rapid and sustained transforll&t1on of the national and

subresionsl economies. It would have also contributed to the realization of

the United Nations Industrial Development Decade for Africa, the United Nations

Transportation and Communication Decade for Africa and the RarareDeclaration

on the Food Crisis in Africa. However, because it has been only ten years

since the LPA and FAL were la~nched in 1980, it would be difficult, if not

impossible. to undertake an objective and fair overral evaluation of the impact

of the policies and programmes which Were intended to transform the economy

of the African continent by the Year 2000. Nevertheless, since the LPA and FAt

contained short-term. medium-term and long-term objectives, one could at least

.ttempt to evaluate the short-tera impact of these instruments of policy on the

expected Africa's Ions-term development. particularly at the subregional and

regione.l (continental) levels where aany institutio~organisations for economic

cooperation have been created.
2.2. Subregional Economic Organisations: Issues and Problems

It will be recalled that before the

LPA and FALpolicy documents were debated extensively and subsequently approved

by the OAU Kember States; most of the African continent was dotted with a

multiplicit1 of subregional economic organisations, multilateral arrangements

and institutions with varying memberships, which were set up to promote economic

cooperation and integration between the various IIember States (ses Appendix I).

With respect to the West African subregion, there existed the Economic Community

of West A!ricsn States {ECOWAS),the~e~tAfrican Economic Community (CEAO).

Organieation for the Development of the Senegal River (OMVS), the Mano River

Union (MRIJ). and the Lake Chad Basin Commission (LCBe), to name only a few.

In the Central A.frican subregion. there was the Celltral African CustOIlS and
-:..

•
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Economic Union (UDEAC) an~ the Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries

(CEPGL), and since 1983, the Economic community of Central African States

(ECCAS). In ~t Afric~ the defunct East African Economic Community was replaced

by the Preferent~al Trade Area (PTA) comprising the Eastern and Southern

African States. .In Southern African, the Southern African Development Coordination
(SADce)

ConferenceLwas formed by t~e frontier States to counter-ract the DegatiYe effects

of the South African social, political and economic policies on their national
..

,
and regional economies. Consequently, the challenge which has faced the

African GoYernments. national and subregional financial and development institutions

in particular and the population of each subregion in general, has been to

ensure that the Treaties and Protocol Agreements creating the different &Db-

regional groupings do not remain on the shelves of member goveTnmenls ministries

and the headquarters of the organisations unimplemented.

Ironically, however, even though theee subregional organisations reflected

in totality the aspirations and apirit of the LPA and TAL, in terms of their

objectiYes. goals and programmes, very little or nothing has been achieved in terms

of effective implementation and monitoring of their objectives. Consequent11,

their existence bas bad little or no impact on the economic development of the

subregions I and worse still not even on Africa's long-term develo~ent. This sad

but true situation has been largely due to the fact that lhe chosen instruaents

of polic1 as well as the implementing and monitoring mechanisms of these,
subregional organisations were not and have continously not been capable of

making any effective contribution to the realization of the man1 inter-related

but strategic objectives, goals and programmes of the groupinge. The, bave therefore,

made no impact on those of the LPA and FAL at the subregional and continental

levela. Furthermore, most of the subregional organisations have continously faced

the problems of cammon industrial location policies, economic and social

disparities between the member at.tes, differences in national currencies and
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exchange rates wbich impede capital movements and inter-state trade,

national migrationlawa wbich preTent free mobility of labour, 'and

residence by citizens. Heedless to emphasize, th~refore, all then

perenial problems facing tbese subregional organisations, baTe impeded-coopera~

tion and no doubt delayed the process of establishing an African Common Market

by 19W; aM obTiousll that of creatiDg an African IcoaGllie Communit)' by

the Year 2000 as envisaged by LPA and FAL.

At the regional (continental) level, the completed first ten

years of tbe existence of thft LPA and FAL, haTe wit.eased fruitless and

confrontational ideological debates and diTergencies of political options

between African leaders regarding the modE~ities for the implementation and

monitoring the objectiTes of tbe two instruments of policy; complete absence

of an ieleological basia of the LPA and FAL, tbe complete lack of political will

on the part of CAU Member States, the aabiguitl of projects/programmes aubmitted

to international financial institutions and bilateral agencies and the inward

looking national deTelopment policies of many African countries. To make things

wor.. , the Drafting Committee, preTUed in the FAL and ~hich waa to ..et

immediatell, has neYer met. Conaequentl;r, the African COIIlIlon Market, which

to preceel the African Economic Community, haa neYer aeen da;r light - eYen as

of 31s t December, 1990. c

Most importantly, because of the absence of the mechanisms for iaplementation

and monitoring tile LPA and FAL, little or no mobilization of internal and

ex;ternal resourcea for the execution of the differ8llt progr_/projects

enTisaged in the two instruments took place between 1980 and 1990. As of

December, 1990 fer example, the 122 billion ear marked for agricultural

deTelopment, 19 billion for transport and communication deTelopment and external

financing for the iDdustrial development or the continent, to cite a few examples;

'1--------- -- ,
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were never mobilised. Con~equently, the CPA and FAL have remained largely

unimplemented and therefore have had little or no impact at allan Africa'

long-term development ao !~.

4PPER came to an end in 1990, anli in the next ten yearlS LPA and TAL

would bave run their course. As noted earlier, a review of their implementation

and monitoring has revealed that the enthusiasm and expectations genersted

in 1980·&Jld later in 1986 by the rathers of LPA and FAL, and APPERI respectively,

are yet to be realized. According to Professor Adedeji, "the deterioration

in the overall economic situation in Africa has continued unabated inspite

of the unpressive efforts at structural adjustments. Economic performance

in 1986, 1987 and 1988 wae generally disappointing. GDP rose by 0.7%, 1.~ and

2.9%, respectively, during these years and per capital income correspondingly

t.ll by 2.~, t.?% uti O.~ during the ...... period".12 He .mphasized that

"Africa's II&1'gin. for lIlUloellvre to bring about .ustainable. recovery by

implementing the UNPAAERD are being reducea in .very respeot. But the

situation is not irr.deemable. However, unless the renewed and vigorous effort

by all partie. concerned - African plople and international community - begin

now, a unique opportunity would have been 10st".1}

Despite the foregoing gloomy picture, the reasons behind ecoDoaic cooperation

efforts on tbe continent are manifold. 'me desire to oreate sub-regional

groupings in Africa has risen from internal as well ae external determinants.14

As noted earlier, Africa presently ce.mts four major sub-regional groupings15

and over 200 specialised or sectoral inter-governmental organisations promoting

economic eo-operation in one field or the other. 16

Bub-regional economic organiaations in Africa, the resulta of almost thirty

years experience in this domain have not baen encouraging. This gloomy aituation

immediately brings to mind the follOWing questions:
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- what has been responsible for the poor performance of sub-regional economic

organisations?

What is the future of economic cooperation and integration in Africa? ,"

- What lessons can be drawn from past and present.sub-regional economic

cooperation integration efforts in view of launching the African Economic

Community (AEC)?
2.3. Lessons for the Envisaged African £conoOlic COrrlr.'unity

As pointed out ealier in this section of the study, today it is common

knowledce that organisations for enhancing integration in Africa have not

functioned properly. Even once promising models for economic cooperation and

integration, such as the East African Community have collapsed. African

economic cooperation and integration institutions and organisations have

suffered from several weaknesses. The problems of two kinds-internal and

external obstacle$. The scope of this study, does not however, call for an

examination of these hardl.e. By and large IIl8.jar lessons from the past experhnce

in integration efforts in Afric~ if carefully harnessed will improve on th&

performance of existing sub-regional institutions and by the saBle token serve

as sigrl posts in the bid to put into place the African Economic Community.

From the theoreticsl standpoint, the functionalist and neo-functionalist

analytical frameworks still serve as useful parameters for understanding and

promoting economic integration in Africa. Leading scholars on functionalism

hold the view that the predominance of politics on purel~ technical matters
•,

has been largely responsible for the poor integration record in the Third World

and in Africa in particular.1? The predomina.nce of polities does not make

room for the separation of integrationist tasks from the mainstream of political

debate'. Under such conditions the iole of techncrats is circumscribed. Other

ille that hamper the proper application of functionalist strategy in Africa

include nationalism and national seff-consciousnese.18

- ,-1---------------:::::::: """""'---'-
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The views of some scholars that the functionalist strategy for international

integration cannot be applied in Africa is misleading. This assertion is

predicated on the negative results of almost }O years of experience with this

approach. In .1 view the functional or building block approach is etin

relevant to the African context given its gradualist charactar. Some of the

problems that worked against this approach are fast phasing out. In Africa now,

many technocrats are moving into decision-making positions as the first generation

of African statesmen who were at the forefront of independence passes away. This

will help avert the conflict between politicians and technocrats - a conflict

that was a major hurdle to the application of the functionalist strategy.

The gradual disengagement of go"rnments from economic activities in

favour of private initiative is an indication of an eventual reduction of

political considerations on economic matters. The diminution of the role of

politicians in econoeic matters will not only accelerate the application of the

functionalist strategy but will also create room for the automacity of the

spillover process.

The second lesson that can be drawn from the existing structure of sub-

regional cooperation in Africa is the prevalence of too man1 poorly-fiDaDced

inter-goveru.eDtal cooperation institutions. tllat even cOIIpete with olle another

in objectives and operations. 19
,

Against the background of inadequ.te resources-

human and financial to sustain the numerous institutions, there is the Deed for

a Dew apprach which will result in the identification of critical sectors for

intervention Which can trigger in their trail other economic opportunities for

further meaningful and profitable intervention.20

A cursorY look at past and present efforts at integration in African reveal

that the state assumed the role of initiator almost alone in economic matters.
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This was partly du~ to the absence of other national economic agents who could

operate at supranational leve18. 21 This state-centred approach has its

lilllitations. This "top_do'o'Jl" approach with the major role being played by

Governments is often eharaoterised by the inadequat~ participation of other

national economic agents. For national economic agents to be incorporated

in economic cooperation and integration activities, the 'bottom-up' approach

should substitute the top-down approach. 22 The 'bottom-up' approach ie

now relevant in the wake of increasing autonomy of public parastatal corporations

(in Cameroon through th~ signing of performance contracts with government)

and the gro~ing ~eight of some private companies.

The consolidation of an institutionS activities depend on the 8upport

its programmes receive from social, economic and political groupe that consider the

existence of the institution to be of their interest. Development efforts

of orgnisation5 therefore require the mobilisation of human resource8l

Governments, entrepreneurs, farmers, religious group8, intellectuals etc and

other agents of 80cio-economic activity.23 No doubt the collective efforts

of these agents provide the necessary levers that guarantee the success of

multilateral and subregional integration schemes.

The question of uneven distributiun of benefits and costs,accruing from

economic cooperatioD and integratio~constitute another major issue from

African integration experience that m~rits careful consideration. Because

of inequality in the size and capabilities of member states, economic integration

tends to yield unequal b~nefits and costs. Redistributive mechanisms are

therefore needed to ensure that benefits and costs are shared more evenly and

acceptably. The collapse of the East African Economic Community illustrates

the necessity for an equitable distribution of the coste and benefita from

activities for instance trade expansion and the need for a more careful approach

to production sharing.24

•
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The fipal observation is the apparent lack of special interest inaupport

and total political commitment to the goals of economic cooperation. Sub-regional

economicscooperation is hardly reflected in national policie~ and development

programmes. There is uncoherent monitoring of sub-regional cooperation schemes.

Worst atill c~munity or the institutions resolutions and protocols are poOrll

: implemented.25 < Lack of interest in multilateral schemes is also reflected

in late payment of budgetary contributions and low-level of participation at

meEtings.

The achievements of sub-regional and regional cooperation and integration

schemes in African are far below expections. The failure of economic cooperation

should in no way frustrate further efforts geared to~ards promoting economic

cooperation and integration in Africa. The lessons learnt from the experience

in regional economic cooperation and integration enumerated in this section

of the stUdT constitute useful guide. fOr the launching of the African Economic

Community as envisaged.
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3. IMPORTANCE AND INFLUENCE OF INTERNAL FACTORS

It would appear from the review of past and present sUbregional coo~rat

ion and integration efforts in. Afrcia, that the continous desire for such

collaborative endeavours between African States since independence has arisen

from internal factors as well as their political and economic .ituation and

relationa. In particular, OIIe of the 1I0St important preoccupations of Afl'ican

leaders, especially during the early years of independence, has been the

necessity to increase and stabilizetbe bargaining strength of Atrican States

in various international financial, economic and political organisations; in the

negotiations for the various commodity agreements; and most recently in the

effort to establish a just and fair international economic order. All these

consideraUons have over the last thirty years re-inforced the. interest of

African le.ders in subregional and even continantal economic cooperation with

the objective of. presenting a collective African front in those issues affecting

the economic aad political desHIl1 of the subregiGne &lid the continent a.

a whole. 26

At the continental level, the establishment of the organisation for

A1"r1can Unity (OAU) was intended partly to increase the bargaining power of the

African States in important economic, financial and commercial areas. This

has been given further c01lB1derable weight by the rapid growth of national

consciousness within many African States and the continuing determination of

African leaders to reshape some of the colonial economic, financial ud

c~ercial arragementa through the bargaining procesa in the light of their

contemporary economic and social problems, aspirations and needs.2?

Over the 1esra, however, a number of internal factors have influenced

the evolution as well as threaten the very existence of the subregional and

multinational econoaic organisations which have been set up in Africa to foster

collective self-reliant development and cooperation. To this extent, therefore,

the purpose of this section of the study to examine the importance and influence
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of such internal fllctor", like, the non-viability of isolated national developlHntl

internal do~e8tic strife and intra-African conflicts; effective politlcalWill

and

and

committment; rationaLisat.on 01 existing inter-go.ernmentlll orgsnisations'
, ' , ' 'popular

gro..pinaat,Q.dtba 8ol1ili!'ation eff.ctiYeLsupport on the processes, .iability

•

and stability of ,,8con,0!'1c c,ooperation and integrationorganise.t1ons' in 'Africa

at the sUbregiC>ll&1, and continental lenls.

3.1. Non-Vi!bi1itz of Is01a(ed National Development

An examination of the recurrent discussions of the scope and necessity for

the formation of subregional economic groupings in Africa, re.eals t~t ,.r~,.

the moat predominant, if not the most important, internal factor bee been the

awar@ness that by the African Statea that the relatively small size of their

national economies,'limited domestic markets and the exist~ng disparities in

resource endowments do certainly impede individual efforts at isolsted national

econoaic and social develop8snt,Z8

Secondly, the level of industrial activity in most African States ie

extrelllely low,and the export of Ilanufactured. g90d~ is negligible, despite the

existence of excess capacity in .any national industries. More disturbing is

the fact that there are very tew or no linkages at all between the manufacturing
sector

Land other sectors of the national economies like agriculture; so that intermediate

capital and even aome primary raw materials are imported.

",and
Thirdly, the long standingLYexing problelll of little or no intra-African

trade whieh has been aggravated aince independence by the inconvertibility of

sc.e national curreneies, the meagre foreign exchange obtained from the sale of

the continent's major primary products, the high and often prohibitive costs

of both imported capital and conSUmption goode from developed countrie.,

differences in fiscal policies and systems, etc. ha.e all resalted from the attempts

of holatad national development by the diffe~ent Afdcan statss.
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Because of the above factors, which have clearly demonstrated the

non-viability of isolated national development by African States, it has been

contended by many African Scholars and some international institutions that

if African is to achieve self-relient development and raise the standards of

living of its people in the long-run, cooperation in the production and

distribution of goods and services, on at least a subregional level, must be

regarded by all African States as a siae qua nOD condition for the successful

attainment'of this strategic social and economic objective. In particular, it

has been argued that economic cooperation at the subregional level in Africa

will lead to the efficient allocation of industrial activity, production

capacity, encourage the effective use of local human and natural resources

and will reduce the perpetual dependence on foreign intermediate capital,

technology, skilled manpower and even consumption good~ with the over-riding

objective of altering the heavy metropolitan colonial orientation in the

continent.

3.2. Rationalisation of Existing Inter-Governmental Organisations/Groupings

It has been pointed by some students of African econOlllic development that

the present organisational structlare of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU)

has not permitted the realisation of the substantial strategic objectives and

goals of LPA, FAL and APPER which lIere intended to radically transform the

socio-economic structure of the African continent by the Year 2000 through the

creation of SUbregional economic groupings, an African Common Market and

sUbequently the African Economic Community.29 Specifically, of the five

Departments, only two, namely, the Department of Economic Development and

Cooperation (EDECO) and the Department of Science, Culture, Social Affairs and

Environment (SCSAE), are concerned with the implimentation of LPA, FAL and APPER.

Of these two Departments, the Department of Economic Development and

Cooperation is more directly concerned with the two acts - LPA and FAL - and

"

.

'11-- _

- I
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the Priority Programme. Ho~e?er, with only two Di?isions - one responsible for

Research and Planning and .the other for Cooperation - the tectulical and

administratiYe personnel is not sufficient eyen for the accomplishment of daily

routine administratiYe functions and preparation of conferences. For thie

reason, the minimum conditions do not exist for ensuring the erfectiYe

impl.mentation and monitoring of LPA, TAL and APPERby the EDECO. Consequently,

the objectives of economic cooperation and integration at the subregional, and

regional (continental) levels may not be attained unless EDECO in particular

and the OAU Secretariat in general, are strenthened through· the provision for

immediate decision-making, implementation and control apparatus.

As concerns the absolute necessity for operational implementation and

monitoring mechanisms, there is need to give the competent organs of the CAU

important decision-making attributions and make them lIore respottsiblethan

they have been ·upto the present tille. These organs consists of the DAU Council

of Minillters, ths General Secretariat andths Special Collllliseione. In par.ti-

cular, the OAU Secretary-General ae the top African Civil servant must exercise

considerable autonomy and independence in the exercise of hie functions.30

ftaaa, the Secretariat General of OAU should becOllle the SU]lnE African

Economic Authority Where the Secretary General and the Assistant Secretary-Generals·

assuae the functions of High African COmlliissionersl each cbarged with an

important sector - Science, Culture and Education; African Cooperation and

Integration; International Cooperation and Policy; Public Finance, Monetary

Policy and Development; Administration and Professional Training; and so on.

Intac~ the Assistant Secretarl-Generals would become real econOllic authorities. ,',

and responsible for their different ellctore, a8 well as direct the activities

of the OAU Special Technical COlllll1issions particularly tllose of the Departllent

of Economic Development and Cooperation. There is no doubt that such structural

changes and attribution of operational functions between the different organs
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should enable the OAU Secreta~iat ensure a reasonable implementation of LPA and

FAL as well as the APPER so that they can generate the much needed positive

impact on the long-term develoPment of Africa.

As concerns the rationalisation of existing subregional and multinational

economic organisations, it has been argued by sOllIe llJI&1ysie of African development

·1••1:1.. • that althou,h at a first glace, the creation of multiple subregional

groupings may appear to be beneficial to the member states concerned, it cannot

be determined, in the light of the experiences of other defunct and existing

African organisations whether their most expedient path to rapid and sustained

development lies in such economic arrangements.3' Rather, such groupings may,

to a large extent intensified the ''balkanisation'' process in the continent and

partially dictate the rate at which the African economies could develop.

In the long-run one may wonder how far the mUltiplicity of regional

economic groupings may be of permaIlent significance. Some groupings like the

CEAO in West Africa and UDEAC in central Africa are for the most part still

anxious to preserve their past colonial links with Europe and particularly with

France. However, the real issue is whether the present existence of multiplicity

of regional economic groupings likely to foster and to produce the stimulus

necessary for the economic and political stability in Africa at the SUbregional

and regional (continental) levels. I feel very strongly that it may not because.

in the post-colonial phase, Africa's dominant political mood has been increasingly

coloured by more or less explicitly longings for greater unity and cooperation

at all levels; by an angry resentment at all forms of neo-co1onia1 policies and

controls Which, have resulted to the considerable economic and political

instability of the African continent.32

Consequently, it has been argued that the existence of multiple economic

and integration schemes/organisations in the yarious African subregions and

the dual membership of many States in such subregional groupings, (which have

even similar and often competing objectiyes), has made it increasingly difficult

if not impossible. for many countries to meet their financial and other obligations

,

··1- ,
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in their respective orpni...ti..s. This has be.a aggravated"" inadequate political

will and commitment on the part of the signatories to the nrious Treaties and

Protocol Agreements creating the different ,ubregioaal eeonomiegrouping8.

Since the late 1980'ethe problem has further been magnified by the

economie crisis which have forced many African countries to abadone their

obligations in the regional organisations and instead pay incressingattentioll

to their domestic economic problema. As a consequenee, many of the eXisti~g

African subregional economic organisations have found it increasingly difficult

to function, not to talk of undertake any capital investments. in the last years.

However, in view of the importance and role of SUbregional economic

organisations in the socio-economic transformation of the economies of African

countries and the subsequent creation of the African Common Market and African

Econa-ic Community, it is recommended that ~ micro-subregional economic

groupiags and aul tinational organisations in each of the subregioq be dismantled

to allow for 'only~ ... jor econOllic groupiag/organiaatiolh Thus w. shall

bave only ECOWAS for West Africa, EeCAS for Central Africa, PTA for Eastern and

SoutlMrn Africa and one EConomic grouping for North Africa. This measure

shall minimize if not eliminate the problems which beTe hampered the .mooth

functioning of the present existing economic groupings; as well ae f.cilitate

the rapid establishment of the African Common Market and African Economic

Community.

3.3. Generation of Effective Political Will for African Economic Integration.

African nationalism aa we know it today was in reacUea to European

domination manifested in political represaion and socio-econocie exploitation.

The economic and cultural rape ~hich imperialism and colonialism imposed on

Africa has produced such deep rooted problems thus reducing African independence

to lIIere nag independence. The statue which Africa "enjo:red" as an apendage
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of the wqrld economic and political systems as fashiODed by the Western

imperialists had its genesis in the institutionalisation of the trans-Atlantic
. ' . -

Slaye Trade. and had a poli tico-juri,d,ical backing in colonia11sl1 Which retarded

and confiscated the right of Africans to determine. their political, economic

and cultural de"el,.Oplllent, African.nations with their fragile boundaries are

products of ,European empire builders who saw in Africa a ready aource of raw

materials and"~heap labour which they had to exploit, Without redress for the

.e.cOOOlllic and industrial advancement of Europe.

Altho~gh through anti-colonial struggles, African colooies (except

Anzanial are now independent, majority, if not all, are politically weak and

economically unviable because the inherited political institutions are frag-

mentaryas they exist within a "acuum of political culture and the econollY

is senerally undeveloped. African nations are dependent on the West through

the _i'lbereJ;\t strings le it behiJ;\d by coloniaU.II. Dying colonialislII 1I111e.

to neocolonialism political and ••on~.ic systems and orientstions and a

Westernbe'Lcul,ture and peyche that ties Africa perpetually to Europe anel a.

and enigmatic patient in need of blood transfusion will still donate blood to __

a healtgy West.

Tbisdeplorable aituation has sent sOlie Africans and well wishers thinking

of what to do to redeem Africa's image. Africa is a continent of paradoxes;

blessed with too much but her children live in absolute want and lIisaerYI dia-

respected,and diepieed but sought after for the exploitation of her Yaat

naturt,l r:esourcee. What type of steps, development must be undertaken to redeem

Africa's ~ma~? Tbeoptionoffered is the Willingness of African leaders

to poo). their resources together i~ lar~ economic aSSOciations as a first step,

which will offer the potentials for large markets, a large population for

______________________- i

~-~....
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specialisation for economic production and large scale industrialisation.

Africa's problem lies in the fact' that since attaining her flag

independence her leaders have left intact the political and economic systems

implanted by Europeans. The political elites, westerni~ed intellectuals and

business elites have transformed themselv~s into agents and oracles of Western

interests. When they offer to talk of African problems and aspirations, such
foreign

are Been from weste,rn perspectives and it ia the t. expert that is consulted.

The African has continued to be an unknown entity whose intarest is difficult

to be determined except Europe is the reference point.

This explains tha sloppiness with which African problems have bean

handled. t!eason$ for this attitude are not far to seek , Primary to this'

is the lack of a political will on tha part of African Leaders. 'Beginning

with the first generation of leaders, that is the heirs to the throne, African

leaders, except revolutionarists, have ramained grateful to their colonial

lords and have, had to remain the "good boys" a merit that qualified them for

selection. This absence of a strong political will has retarde~the African

political, economic and cultural re"olution.

An effective political will is, the product of a conscious awareness of

the true condition ,in which the teaming masses live ~hich kindless in him

(leader) a revolutionary fire to inspire and mobilize his people to work

unyieldingly for their emancipation. Committed and ready tQ,aacrifice;

he heads his people to a sense of self-confidence end believe' in, themlle.+vss

and their ability to over come their dehumanised ccnd.it a.one , Such Il,leader

is one who does not believe in short-term resultstbut worka,fo~,lo~g-term

resu1tll. He is concerned with laying a firm foundation for tbe social trans-

formation of his society.
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By inje~ting in the people self-confidence he is giving back to his

people what slavery, imperialism and colonialism took awa1. By assuring the

people that their salvation lies in their hands, their efforts and that

independence means self-dependence and self-hood, he will by this act be

cultivating the firm base for a broad based participation in self-reliant

development, the surest sustainable road to African recovery. The basic

foundation for self-reliant development is the individual. The population ia

made up of individuals who differ in needs, skal Ls, abilities, among others.

For a d1namic role and effective participation of the population in the

economic integration scheme these skills muet be developed so that the

population consciously interacts efficient11 with its environment and material

resources. Effective interaction is determined b1 the society's level of

technological development and the population's propensity to apply its tech

nology in the production of its material needa.

In adopting self rebance as a policy for socio-economic development the

citizens must be trained to be more creative, resourceful and initiatiTe. The

dynamic role of the population must be the aggregate of ind~4ual roles

in the societ,.. Finally, "aelt-rehance can only be fostered in an environment

which promotes the democratization of the development process, that is, the

active participation of the people in the development process"."

Africa needs to eliminate external dependence but we must know that one

cannot recover from foreign domination unless he rediscovers his strength, his

environment and its endowment. Africa haa for too long taken pleaaure in its

rich and vast endowments "'hile the "'est is extracting and looting a",ay what

is Africa's.

Under colonial rule imposition was the abiding rule for Africans ha4 DO

consciences, no rights; they were a conquered people. African leaders if
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committed to positive chan~, ~ust change their attitudes towards their fellow

citizellB to wh~, they must be accountable for their ate"'ardship. Since the

problems priaarily concern the do"'ntrodden the leaders should devise policies that

are based on "bottom-up" decisions whicll "'ill readily kindle self confidence

as the, see themselves participating in planning, programming and iaplementing

economic policies at their respective levols. MSelf-confidence is to • large

extent a function of mobilising national talents and capabilities and creating

the right type of environment and motivation for unheashing inventive and inno~

vative abilities".34 for national economic development.

Efforts at forming economic organisations in Africa started in East Africa

with Kenya, Tanganyika (Tanzania) and Uganda in the East African Community

(EACH). It started off so ambitioQSly and waa quick at considering the

poasibility of tranaforming EACH into a political union. Diaafection''''ith the

sharing of benefita and political connicta resulting from Idi Amin's 1971

coup in Uganda gave the hopes a death blo"'. Since independence 'man, other

subregional economic groupings have emerged such as ECOWAS, UDEAC, Mana River Union,

LCBe, the SADCC in Southern Africa, AIlong others.

-~: ECOW.A.S which groups the largest n"",ber of countries in the African

region started in 1975 with great promise aa it groups countries ot yarring

colonial backgroW1ds. With its headquarhrs in Lagos, Nigeria, it has specific

defined objectives, a programme and has created institutions for implementation.
, ,

Economic integration is set up to pool resources together and consolidate

members' bargaining power within the international community.

The fostering of intra-trade is also an objective and this necessitateB

the removal of customs barriere. This is to make easy the free flo"" of goods,

serYices, and people. For thie to operate eff~ctivel~ individual members

welfare must be protected thus tile pall1lent at compenaation.
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In addition to this there is allocation of industries which must be bandIed

with tact and the more deYeloped members must be ready to sacrifice inorder to '

ayoid the stagnation of the backwsrd member states.

To solve these two nxing problems,. ECOWAS, for example. created two

organs, .,iz Fwld for Cooperation, Compensation and Denlopment (FeCD) and the

Industry,AgriculturAl and Natural. Resourcea Commission (IANRC). The success

of an integration scheme lies in its ability to "generate net benefits both to

the group as a wbole and to each il1dividual member".35

UDt/lC Which started in 1964 lost Chad and Central African Republic in

1968 due,to disaffection. This withdrawal necessitated the review of its

Treaty in 1974. Article 66 of the 1974 revised Treaty provides for a financing

mechanism and compensation "par l'barmonisation des politiques d'instralisation,

la r'paration equitable des projets communautaires et la coordination des

programme~ de denloppement de differents secteur de production".36

1'0 push further and enhance UDEAC actiYities, a·· Central Bank, BEAC was

created with the IIlIllldate to finance intra UDEAC trade. Under BEAC the foreign

exchange reseryes of all union members are pooled. While 6% of these reseryes

are placed in a "compte d 'operations" in the French Treasur;y and retained in.
French francs, 35'1 is retained outside France as a mark of eome autonomy in the

management of their financial policies. BEAC is a Franco-UDElC agency and not

"

a UDEAC agency per Be for it has failed to gi.,. UDEAC atates the free hand in the •

IISnagelll8nt of their fiD8Jlcial policies. It even finances inter-trade aore thaD

intra trade.

Despite the oyer Whelming desire for econa*ic integration in Africa,

integrati~n sche.es face grave impedi~ents. These impedimentsarel

(I) Colonial inheritance and differences in ideologies. Africa is atill the

test gro\1Jld for connecting ideologies and battle I¢ound tor ideologicalconn:lch.

------------------------ I
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The proble~ lieewith Afries's unWillingness 'to develop ideologies based on their

politico-llOcio-ecoilollicrealities, that is, home utle ideologiee.

(Ill Abeence of Political Will and strong commitllent. !bere is an absolute

bankruptc)' here on'ttle part of African leaders. What i8 proelaillild on, the

soap box and at int'ernlit1olllli fora is nner translated into nutt)'. This aa

pointed above haa left the field open for foreign exploitation, the masses are

not effectively Ilobilized for participation and economic policies are at

variance ~ith the as~ir.tions of the masses.

This has left African economies extremely open and exposed to the vicissitudes

of international economic changes" making it ••• axcessiTel, dependent Oll, ,external

stimuli - foreign trade, foreign technology, foreign expertise and even foreign

ideas. The colonial economic system is there intact •. Africa has failed to

achieve :high rates of growth and diversification because we haTe failed to register

any success:ateconollic decoloni811tion".,7

~olitically .
So.. of the leaders are Dot~ruly committed ana as such dish out socalled

.. subregional, .
national ecunOD~C policies that contr.aict~coDom1Ccooperation and integration

Such are drawn and approved by .. tropol1tan Europe. Some leaders
are

also lack patience and~ot ready to sacrifice for long-term benefits that will

acrue'to the greater majority.

Economic integration in Africa baa great promise for ita human and material

resources are undeveloped. It is only economic integration sche~es that can

create the basis for large acale industrialisation and economic diversification.

Industrialisation to be efficient need to operate on a relatively large

scale and require a relatively large Ilsrket for its 'prodncts. ~e creation of
more

a larger Ilarket ..ould IHP the subregions L aUractiYe to investment capital.

EconOllic in~gration ••• must be Hen .s a sethod of providing, a aore viable

basis for econollic growth and, more especially ~or industrialisatioll.,8
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Ae Prof.ssor,Adedeji maintains" development and economic growth mu&~' be

based on internal factors of production, distribution and consumption Which adds,

the dimensiol' of sustainability in terms of techniques of production ••• 11 • 39

For independent Afric~ to come out from this inherited humiliating position sbe

occupies in this' rigid- world economic hierarchy, economic integration is the

sole aneer and for an effective integration scheme, African leaders muc be

ready to sacrifice some of the trappings of sovereignty and nationalism. Sach

a sacrifice will finally reap lasting results for without a strong economic'

base there can be no sovereignty and collective security in Africa.

}.4. lnternal-Strife and lntra.Afric!~_Conflicts

One of the most important internal factors which has affected negatively

the political and economic relations between the African states and more particularly

the functioning and even the yery survival and stability of subregional economic

organisations and multinational institutions since independence is the persistance

of internal strife and intra-African conflicts. In particular, there is the

grave problem of domestic political and social instability which is pushed to

the foreground by military coups which are tco rampant especially in ~e8t

Africa.

While the 1971 Ugandan Coup registered a death-blow on EACH, the Liberian

Coup led by Samuel Doe injected unhealthy riples Within ECO~AS. There was

effort toisclate him. Nigeria, for example, lola. not just ready to recognize

the new regime in Monrovia. A similar thing happened again when the progressive

government in Burkina Faso of Thomas Sankara was overthrown by Campoare. The

Accra regime opyosed the new regime for its barbaric acts. As a result, Ghana

and ~urkina Faso were on the verge of war.

Generally,political leaders in their strugrr.le to legitimize their rule

turn to look more inward. With suspicion which surrounds' them, there is

always an atmosphere of political insecurity internally and with their neighbours.
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Thus, the "aliens must go" of Shehu Shagari of Nigeria in 1981 created great

ill-feelings between Nigeria and all her neighbours, most especially Ghana.

Ghana at this point was under grave economic problems, decreasing fore;gn

exchange earnings, declining food production, rising unemployment, frequent

strikes; among others. Therefore, with Nigeria expelling Ghanaians in their

thousands, this meant hard times for Jerry RaWling's fragile government.

Although Nige.ria j1oll!'tified her action by arguing that these fellow ECOWAS

citizens had stayed beyond the 90 days permitted by the ECO-AS Treaty, it was

the economic crisis that forced Nigeria to act 50 at this point in time.

While Cameroon was busy struggling to receive her citizen from Nigeria

because of the border conflict in 19881, Gabon lost a football game and pushed

out thousands of Cameroonians. This disrupted relations of these founding

UDEAC members. This is becauae, basic to African political instability is the

fragility and fragmentation of African subregional economic organisations so

that an issue such as the expulsion of citizen may threaten the existence of

such institutions and organisations.

To the 8&tent that the persistence of internal strife and intra-state

conflicts has produced such far-reaching negative impact on the functioning and

stability of subregional and multinational economic organisations in Africa,

all efforts must be taken at the national and subregional levels to avoid the

occurence at such situations, other~ise it shall be extremely diffiCUlt, if

not impossible, for an African Common Market as well as the African Economic

Community to see dayli.ht as enVisaged.
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4. IMPACT OF EXTERNAL FACTORS

This section of the study attempts to examine the impact of some' important

external factors and influences on the African economic cooPeration and inte-

gration efforts as well as on her economic recovery and self-sustained development

policies. Tbese factors are the foreign deht crisis, falling commodity priees,

East-West Cooperation, the IHF/\/orld Bank sponsored Structural Adjustment

Programmes (SAPs), regional economic blocs and unified political and economic
, on how

arrangements. Some .easures shall be suggested~o deal with the negative impact

of these factors on the African economy, its long-term development, and

structural transformation.

I. 1 Foreign. Debt Crisis, Falling CommPEity Pric~_and East-west COOperation'" . - -
Throughout the 1980s, Africa was drawn into a deep and persistent socio-

economic crisis. Both internal and external factors are responsible for the

POOr performance of African economies. Of these factors, the foreign debt

crisis,end falling commodity prices han had a significant role in the advent

of Africa's economic difficulties. One outcome of this state of affairs is

the external marginalisation of Africa.

The further marginalisation of the African continent is the result of

East-West Cooperation. The purpose of this section is to bring out the impact

of foreign debt crisis, falling commodity prices and East-West Cooperation on

Africa. The section also examines measures by which Africa can deal with the

negative impact of these issues.

(i) Foreigp Debt Crisis

The debt crisis today facing Africa as well as other Third World Countries

first erupted in 1982. 40 The root causes of this crisis lie within the structure

of the modern world economy marked by dependent and unequal economic relation-

..

'.

ships between North and South. Like other Less Developed Countries

(LOCs), Africa's foreign debt problem has been aggravated by a combination of

external and domestic factors.
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,The external, factors include weakness of the commodit,. markets in the 1980s,

reduction in glopal aid flows and private investments to Africa. The domestic

causes of the dePt proplem includ~ inter alia, utilisation of loans and aid

for unproductive prestige projects and mismanagement of funds. By and large

the rise in the size of debt in recent years is largely accounted for by

rising interest rates and the capitalization of arrears as the contracting of

new loans has become increasingly difficult •

So over the years, Africa's external debt bas been increasing. The

continent's external ~bt rose from US $128 bi"lion at the end of 1982' to us

$169 billion at the end of 1985 and an estimated US 5200 billion.by the end

of 1986; the equivalent of 45 per cent of the continent's GDP and 293 per cent

of its export earnings.41 Africa's total external debt increased by 2.9 per cent

from US $249.7 billion in 1988 to an estimated US &256.9 billion in 1989 •. In

all Africa's debt in 1990 stood at 93.3 per cent of total regional GDP and

328.1+ per cent of the value of export earnings. 412

What have been the major effects of this crushing debt burden on African

economies7 The effects of the debt crisis have been many and Taried. In tbe

first place, tbere has been a decline in investment. The strain of trying

to keep up with debt service payments has in turn diverted financial resources

that could other.'ise have been used to spur renewed growtb or devoted

to investment. In some African countries, the rate of capital formation bas

fallen so low that it has not been possible even to maintain existing capital

stock. Public bUildings, machinery, fectories, roads, railways and other

facilities bave decayed for want of funds to maintain and repair them. 43

Second, lenders and investors bave tended to boycott debt-ri~den African

countries.. A large outstanding foreign debt coupled with difficulties in

servicing this debt has drastically reduced tbe African countries creditworthiness

in ,tbe eyes of external banks and transnational cOl'pCraUons.
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Third, debt payment and servicing have produced a social impact· OD'people's

lives. The cutbacks in public expenditures necessitated by the debt.crisis.haa

often fallen most sharply on those areas that benefit almost all layers of the

society. This include health, education and other social welfare services.~4

Finally. the debt crisis has caused import strangulation and re.iricied the

ability of many African governments to introduce or effectively carry through

economic reforms. Import strangulation has inturn deprived industry and agriculture

of needed inputs. 4,5

There is now a growing recognition that Africa cannot overcome its present

economic predicament without an early resolution of the debt crisis. A series

of initiatives since 198,5 has been taken to resolve the debt crisis in the Third

World. This include the Baker Plan, June 1988 Toronto Initiative, the Brady

Plan and the initiatives adopted by Belgiu., France and the USiI, the Intllr~tional

Monetary Fund and The World Bank. While the IMF has instituted the Structural

Adjustment Facility (SAF) and the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF);

the World Bank has put in place the Special Programme of Ac,sistance.

As fer as Africa is concerned the results of these initiatives have been

limited. They have failed to address Africa's debt crisis. The debt relief

measures have neither the scale nor have embraced the flexibility needed to

effectively remove the debt constraint on Africa's economic recovery and

development.

Given the limitations of the above initiatives, what solutions can therefore

be adopted to remedy the debt crisis? In November - December 1987. the African

Beads of State and Governments at the Third Extraordinary Session of the OAU

initiated the 'African Common Position on Tackling the Continent's Debt Problems'.

This' position urges the conversion of existing official bilatera.rloans to grants;

institution of lower interest rates on new credits which should carry 50-year

".

1--- "< 1
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.at~ities ~ith 10 years grace; a to-year moratorui. on existing debt serYicing

and the linkage of furtber payments t o a "r"asonahle and bearable percentage of

export earnings" .46

Heec:llssa to emphasiz", e[["ctive and frank cooperation between African

countries and creditors is necessary to ens~e the success of this strategy.

It is on this prelDise that African leaders have been calling for the convening of

an international conference to discuss the Africs's debt crisis. This will

permit the transition from individual case-by-case rescheduling negotiations

to a multilateral forum.

(ii) Falling Commodity Prices

Falling com~odity prices like the debt crisis has been responsible for

Africa's current economic hardships. The African continent is more dependent

upon primary commodities for its export earnings than any other region in the

world, with commodities accounting for between 85% and 95% of total export

earnings. Leaving aside ruels, commodities earned US 118 billion for Africa

in international markets in 1988. This ~as 26% lower in real terms than in 1980

and 35% lower than in 19'70;7

That dependence is not only critical to external income, it is critical

to the total income of national eeonomies. Furthermore, much of Africa's

population gains its livelihood from producing and trading in agricultural

prOducts. The commodit7 sector does constitutes a ~jor source of incOle

and exployment in Africa.

The world market prices for commodities upon which Africa depend have

remained depressed. In 1988, Africa's export commodity price index (inclUding

oil) was just 54.~ of its 1980 level. 48 Besides being responsible along with

the debt crisis for the current economic hardship facing the African continent,

falling commodity prices have also contributed to increasing the debt burden

of the continent. The effects of falling commodity prices on African economies

are similar to those proYoked by the debt crisis discussed earlier.
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Until industrialisation is achieved in Africa, the commodity sector ~ill

continue to top Africa's development strategy in the near future. Against the

backdrop of the present problems facing this sector, some reforms are necessar1

to pull the sector out of its current debacte. Some recommended reforms ne&ded

by the commodity sector are contained in a report prepared by the U;N Secretary

General's 'Expert Group on Africa's Commodity Problema' published 1n 1990. The
are

recommendations ~hic~designed to further the broad objectives of a commodity

strstegy include: commodity diveraification, increased pro~essingof commodities

in Africa, improved intra-African trade and international commodity cooperation~9

As part of efforts to extend commodity markets, Afriean eountries should utilise

ne\{ opportunities opening up in Eastern Europe and Asia.

East-~est Cooperation

East-West Cooperation is one of the current international issues having an

impact on Africa's position in the international system. East-West cooperation
waning ..

intensified in the wake of the, '.' t. of th& Cold War and th& socio-political

changes in Eastern Europe unleashed by the policy of 'Perestroika and Glasnot'

initiated in the Soviet Union by President Mikail Gorbatchev.

The post-cold~ar era characterised by East-Weat cooperation bas robbed Africa

of what ever strategic significance that super-po~&r rivalry provided it.50 The

geopolitical isolation of Africa is no\{ being compounded by &conomic isolation.

In other words, the African continent is becoming increasingly marginali~ed in

international policy terms. Western disengagement from Africa to the interest

of Eastern Europe is taking place at the time wben th& majority of African

Countries are pursuing politically risky economic policy reforms that w&re urged

on thsm by bilateral and multilateral aid donors as prerequisites for increas&d

assistance and investment •

. With East-W&st eooperation, th&r& is mounting preoecupation of westsrn aid

donors ~ith the wors&ning economic situation in Eastern Europe and the SOTi&t Union.

~ ~. I
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This pre~ccupation certainly baa a negative i.pact on Africa inapita of western

assurances that the turn to~ard Eastern Europe would not be at the e~pense of

Africa. For eX8I!lple, the initial LOllle package offered by the European COJllJllunity

to the ACP group of countries amounted to US $2 per capita a year, over the
EEC

initial 1'iTe years of the convention, whereas recen~ Laid p"O!K'SalS for

Polud &Del li\llli&rl alIIountill to US $ZO pol' oail1ts & ytar 01'01" tllree years. 51

Furthermore, Africa cannot possibly compete with Eastern Europe as a

magnate for Western innstlllents. African leaders and policy-mi!,kers klave expressed

their bewilderne.ss on these new attitudes as well as on the .!!peed and volUM of

official assistance being organized for developed East European economies when

compared with the slow pace of desperately needed debt relief and resource inflows

for the world's most impoverished continent.

FrOlll the above analysis, it can be concluded that the foreign debt crisis,

falling commodity prices and East-West cooperation have had a negatiTs impact on
, - . .

the African continent. CollectiTelh these tbree factors have contributed to the

current hardship in Africa as well as the marginalisation of the continent in the

international economic systelll. The measures discussed in this section, if

applied could mitigate the negative impact of these factors.

4.2. Regional EconOlllic Blocs and Political ArranS!mente

Some of the most important external factors which have produced considerable

impact on the efforts towards t~ creation and subsequent evolution of subregional

economic groupings and multinational organisations in Africa are the existing

regional economic blocs, and unified economic and political arrangements in

Europe and some Third World countries. For example, the creation of the European

Economic Community and other groupings like the I~tin America Free Trade Area

(LAF'l'A), Caribbean CORllllunity (CARICOM), Central American Common Market (CACM)

in Latin America and tne Caribbens Region, the Association of South East Asian

Nations (ASEAN) etc. etc~ demonstrated both the necessity and possibilit1

of creating subregional and regional economic cooperation and integration

organisations in Africa.
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. Although, some people have 'argued that the experience of ti.e.bo~e· :<,egional

groupings has little or no relevance for the African states, there is no

doubt that the European, Latin American and Asian approaches to and expeiience

in economic cooperation as well as their institutional framework, appealed to

the developing African nations; especially With regard to the nature of the

objectives and the potential problems which can arise from such efforts towards

economic cooperation by autonomous political and economic entities .52- In fact,

with respect to the broad aim of cooperation agreements among 66 African,

Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries and the 12 European Economic Community

(EEC) countries, the ACP's overall mandate and view of the regional ,cooperation

has been shaped by political and economic trends in post-independent Afriea.53

This mandate has been reflected since 1975 in Lome I (Chapter 4), Lome II
insertion of

and Lome III (chapter 7) conventions through the L provisions for" the estab-

lishment of regional and inter-regional enterprises, development of regional

tourism, cooperation in import substitution, market expansion, trade promotion

for various ACP exports, economic diversification in the ACP states, financial

assistance for ACP regional economie organisations and regional cooperation" in

agrieul ture and rural development, health, preservation of environment,

industrialisation, educa~ion and training a5 well as cultur~l and soqial acti~iti~B~

NotWithstanding the fact that efforts towards subregional economic cooperatioc

have been encouraged under the various Lome Conventions, the touchy iseue and

disturbing question which calls for the serious attention of the African States

is "'hat shall be the illlpact of the unified European Single Market in 1992 on

the efforts to~ards SUbregional and multinational economic cooperation and

integration in Africa? 1n this regard, it should be borne in mind that Article

13 of the Single European ACT whieh in essence amends Article 8a of the EEC

Treaty states that: "The Community shall adopt measures with the ailll of

progressively establishing the internal market over a period expiring on Deeember

31, 1992. The internal market shall comprise an area without internal frontiers

-,
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"in which the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital is ·ensured".

There is no doubt that the most important implication of the ACT concerns

trade liberalisation; To this extent, therefore. and Within the context of

the 'single market, the European Economic Community intends to eliminate internal

and technical barriers to trade between the industrialized countrie5 including

the de~eloping countries of Africa. Rowever, such trade liberalisation has

never had and cannot be expected to have the Same impact on the developed

Euro~an countries as on the leas developed African countries since theY are

not at the same levels of development. In effect, the, EEC will be setting

up barriers to imports from Africa. Consequently, it "ill be extremely difficult,

if not impossible, for the poor African countries to have the capacity to compete

in an open expanded European market. Even before the completion Of the Single

European Market in 1992, the free movement of capital may become a reality in

1991. This would certainly affect the flow of private capital to the African

continent and in turn slow the pace of its industrialisation. For this reason,

African States will have to initiate some effective and long-lasting measures

which would enable the African continent develop the economic and bargaining

capacity so as to confront an expanded European Market.

Under the circumstances,. therefore the only alternative solution is that

the African states must continue .to intensify their .efforts towards subregional

and regional economic cooperation and integration. As 1 have argued

the importance of economic cooperaticn and integration for the African states

is that it will hel~ to speed up the process of economic recovery and structural

transformation already e~barked upon by these countries. Thie is absolutely

necessary beca~se with a pr~portionate increase in technology and competition

from North America, Japan, the newly industrialising countries in Asia and

Latin America and from the Socialist countries of Europe, the African states

will progressively lose their share of trade with the EEC unless they also

engaee in technological innovations and advancement. Entry in the market will
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be determined largely 'by the appropriateness of the new technologies and products

the African states will offer in the new enlarged European Market.

Furthermore, the quality and competitiveness of African products and

services will naturally bave to be tested first in the African internal martkets.

This implies that the strength of the African economies will no longer derive from

relations witb the external regional economic blocs and political organisations

such as the EEC but from inter-regional and intra-state investment and trade.

Africa's short experience of cooperation witb tbe EEC, within tbe framework of

the Yaounde and Lome Conventions,by itself provides a conv!ncing evidence of

the dangers of putting the bulk of the continent's elgs in Europe's basket.54

Africa's trade with Europe, under the EEC/ACP Conventiona, has failed to live

up to expectations, at least as judged by the performance of the different

Conventions.

Finally, unlike the case of EEC Member States Which attach considerable

importance to the gains resulting from the greater international division of

labour, capital movements, and increased competition Within Europe, the African

economic groupings must regard SUbregional economic cooperation and integration

mainly as a means of fostering tbe growth of their Member States and subregions.

Regional inter-governmental agencies and institutionseuch as the African

Deyeiopment Bank have an extremely important role to play towards the realization

of the objective of economic cooperation and integration at both the subregional

and regional levels."

4.3. Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAP's) and African EE2~.tc Integratioz::,

In his Preliminary Assessment of the Performance of the African Economy in

1988 and Prospectives for 1989, Professor Adebayo Adedeji, the United Nations

Under Secretary General and ECA's Executive Secretary, expressed concern over

"the increasing nUlllber of African countries Illembarking on atabilization and

Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs), generally under the auspices of the

'.

>" --------

- I
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IMP' and thl> World Bank" 17 dl>spite the fact that O1.U Member States had in the

LPA, FAL and APPER committed themselves to policy reforms which were to lay

the necesaary foundation for Africa's long-term development. Without necessarily

going into a theoretical analysis of the pertinence of the basic objectives of

IMF/World Bank supported/financed Stabilization and Structural Adjustment

Progralllllll>s to the long-term perspectives of African development, there has bun,

as Professor Adedeji as has pointed out, consciously or unconsciously, however,

'~eually no explicit mention of or focus on the need to restructure the existing

production and coneumption patterns in Africa ~ith a view to achieving rapid

,economic recovery, collective self-reliant development and sustainable growth

and consequently improved standards of liv1ng".57

This legitimate concern has been rl>inforced by the fact that the IHF and

the world Bank are unquestionably, the dominant source of influence over

African economic policy fo~ulation and finance at this point in time and are

likely to remain so into the feasible future. Indeed, it is a measure of the

severi ty of the economic crisis that so mll1lY AfriclUl countries should acquiese if'

the wholesale encroachment on national sovereignty which is implied by the

World Bank/lMF conditionalities. Consequently, there has been numerous publicly

aired disputes between these two international financial institutions and

African countries as diverse in size, economic stra.gth, openness, ideologi~a1

orientation and degree of economic crisis such as Tanzania, Nigeria, Zambia, Zaire,

Uganda and $udan.58 These exchanges have centred on the aubstantial issues

of appropriateness of structural programmes in the African context and their

considerable devasting socio-economic effects.

Perhaps the most controYersial issue in African adjustment programmes

has been that of deyaluation Which has not produced the desirable results becaus~

of the structural impediments to supply and demand forces and therefore responsiYe,.

neSS to exchange rate changes in Africa; the inflationary consequences of

devaluation, the negative impact on domestic demand and the destablising effects

of resulting shifts in income distribution?9
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In addition to thsea considerable negative economtc effects" t.he human costs

of structural adjustment programmes are rapidly becoming alarming. Studies

by international organisations like the ILO, have begun to reveal the negative

impact of SAPs on most vulnerable groups - women, children and the poor. These

and many other negative effects of the SAPs ~ve forced the African countries to

initiate new programmes like the Social Dimension of Adjustment which are intended

to eounteraet the social and economic effects of the SAPs on the POPul~tion.60 -,

Because of this preoccupation with domestic socio-economic problems, less and

leas attention ia noW being paid to the obligations which the African leaders ~ve

accepted under the Treaties and Protocol Agreements establishing the existing

subregional and regional economic organisations. The situation has been aggra~ted

by the meagre resources at their disposable for combating their present national

economic crisis.

This situation may in the long-run affect the functioning and the very existence

of the various subregional economic groupings which Were created to serve as the

foundation for the African Common Market and subsequently the African Economic

Community. In order to prevent an undesirable outcome, it is recommended

strongly that the African States should initiate Bocio-economic measures within

the guidelines

Programmes for

of ECA's African Alternative Framework to Structural Adjustment

Socio-Economic Recovery snd Transformation (AAF_SAP).61 Such

an approach will introduce the human dimension into the structural adjustment

process as well as ensure the realisation of the original objectives and goals

of the LPA, FAL and APPER.
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5. THE FltjANCING OF AFFRICAN COOPERATION, ECONOMIC, RECOVERY AND DEyg.OPMEN'r

The pUJ'pose of this section of the study is firstly to suggest r-e ccmmenda t Lcn..",

for the effective financing of African cooperation at the subregional and regional

levels; and secondly to recommend mechanisms for the transfer of international

resources on the scale of the Marshall Plan of Africa in order to foster its

economic recovery as well as ensure self-reliant and self-substain develo~ent.

To this end, it may be recalled that the leading preoccupation of all African

countries since independence achieved in the 1960s has been to promote economic

growth and development. Besides national efforts aimed at realising this goal,

the creation of subregional economic organisations was identified as a major

collective means of achieving increased economic welfare for the African people.

The results of several years of economic cooperation among African states,

howaver, have been meagre and infact disappointing. The reasons behind this

poor output, amongst others, are the ineffective mobilisation and poor

utilisation of financial resources at the subregional and regional levels,;

i.ucluding external resources. The question arises as to what can 'he done

to change this sad situation?

5.1. Financing of Afrj~a~o~~mie Cooperation.

As eoncerns the effective financing of African economic cooperation and

integration at the subregional and regional levelS, the firstrecommend~tion
an ,

calls for the creation o~institutional network at these two levels. This

network will comprise financing agencies which will be charged with the
and SUbregional

responsibility of mobilising and financing multinationaJLschemes, car..,y out

research, exchange professional experience, uaciertak. consultations on new

approaches to African problems and co-finance programm~5. It is recommended

that all the major sub-regions on the continent be provided with development

banks_ Sor far the West African 3ubregion is the only area possessing a

series of regional finance institutions - the most important being thehest

African Development Bank. b2 Existing sub-regional banks like the Bank of
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Central African States could be engaged in the financing ofLregional cooperation.

Two structures may be created at the regicnal level. One of these structures

already exists. This is the African Development Bank (ADB). The ADB's mandate

to promote and finance regional integration projects in Africa is well established

and need not be overemphasized.63 The second institution is the would-be

African Monetary Fund. Mbui Wagacha has observed that in the continental initiatiye"

and discussions stinulated by the Lagos Plans of Action (LPA), one current idea

loo.ing the air is the formation of an African Monetary Fund. 64 Given the current

state of African economies, this institution would focus its attention on the

following tasks: economic recovery of African economies, enhancement of capital

flows, strengthening and restructuring of production and export base, enhancement

of self-sufficiency and promotion of subregional cooperation and intra-African

trade .65

The second recommendation involves the conclusion of cooperation arrangements

with provision for financial support and sectoral cooperation between African

SUbregional and regional groupings and groupings both in the North and South.

This approach is, however, not totally new to Africa. The creation of cooperation

ties between the Scuthern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC) and

the European Economic Community (EEC) is a manifestation of the increaaed trend

towards intensified co-operation between economic groupings in the North and South.

The third recommendation concerns external assistance as a means of

financing economic cooperation. There are strong argwients for and alainst foreif~

aid. Inspite of the controversy over this subject, experience in some regions
have

of the world shows that thanks to foreign aid, these region~improved their

overall economic performance. The Marshall Plan sponsored by the United States

Government served as a hinchpin for the reconstrction of war devastated Europe.

Similarly the Colombo Plan enabled several countries in the Asian and Pacific

regions reach what is normally regarded as industrial take off.66 It is sad to
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note that in Africa foreign aid has had a bad showing. This poor performance of
I

aid butresses the arguments of the critics of external assistance who often

claim that more often than not the main beneficiaries have been the donors

rather than the recipients.

In the current state of the African economy, the role of aid cannot be

overemphasized. ~hat Afrians should do now is not to deno~ce outrightly

forei~ aid but to seek ways of mitigating the negative aspects of external

assistance. The strategy of holding or convening regular consultation meetings

betwe~n cooperating agencies, African countries and subregional gro~pings in

Africa need to be encouraged. It would, however, be foolhardy for Africa to

rely solely on external financing for promoting regional cOoperation. Our

last recommendation, therefore, concerns ths harnessing of domestic resources.

National economic agents like private enterprises, parastatal corporations etc.

should be encouraged to get involved in financing multinational schemes and

subregional projects.

As a concluding note, it is clear that the problem of financing has been

identified as one of the major handicaps of regional economic cooperation in

Africa. For this reason, we have suggested. some ways and means by which

effective financing of African cooperation at sub-regional and regional levels

can be fostered. To recapitulate, this include the creation of an institutional

network, conclusion of finance cooperation agreements between African sub-

regional and regional organisations and regional groupings in other regions

of the world,acceptaac. of external assistance and the involvement of private

national economic agents in the financing of multinational schemes and

subregional p~ojecta.

5.2. Hechania.e for Transfer of International aesources to Africa.

The Lagos Plan of Action (LPA) adopted in 1980 by African leaders as the

blueprint for the achievement of collective self-reliance and the acceleration
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of economic integration and growth in African, recognises that both internal

and external resources are needed to foster the overall development of Africa.67

Regsrding the amount of foreign aid needed by Africa or its role in the

development of the continent, opinions differ. Some observers contend that

outside assistance should be shunned (extremist view) or should only serve

as a eupplement to local efforts. It should not be the mainstay of African

development. By contrast, there is another school of thought which is convinced

that external assistance is needed by Africa given that its absence nas

beco.H a major constraint o~ integration and development processes in Afric'.;

The argument~ for and against foreign assistance are well documented and

do not require extensive examination in this sectionof the study. Rather, I

shall attempt to demonstrate that against the background of the current

economic crisis faein~ Africa and taking into consideration, the already

available development programmes and strategies,68 the provision of massive

aid reminiscent of assistance granted to European states under the Marshall

PIllJl is very much needed by African states for economic recovery, self"

sufficient and sustained development.

A sur~eit of studies carried out by individual scholars (in Africa and

beyond), groups of researchers and international organisations have arrived

virtually at one conclusion regarding the economic situation in Africa.

The situation is precarious and calls for restructuring with a view to

laying a foundaUon for the industrial take-off sustained Jeveiopment of the
continent.

The continent's poor economic performance particularly in the last

decade has been renected in weak growth in the productive sectors, poor'
foreign

export performance, mountingLdebt, deteriorating social conditions, environmental

degradation and increasing dee;eneration of institutional capacity.'i'O Within

what some analysts term lithe Lost Decade" there has been persistent and general

decline in economic activity in Africa.

'1---------------------------------------------·- I
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A rev economic indicators will suffice to show that due to inadequate

financial resources Afrioa's development efforts have entered a stalemate,
situation. Notwitnetanding the rise in world trade by 6.5 per cent, Africa's

export volumes actually fell in 1989 by 8.6 per cent; folloving a fall of

1.8 per cent in 1988. Africa's share in global trade is estimated to have

fallen from 4.7 per cent in 1980 to only 2.1 per cent in 1989.71 This

contino~ fall in export volumes further marginalizes Africa in the dosain of

world trade.

Like export trade, there has been significant reductions in the volume

of aid flows to the continent. The net disbursements of official development

sssistance to Africa amounted to only US 117.2 billion in 1989. By contraet

and according to the estimates of the Econoaic Commiseion for Africa, net

resOurce outflows froa Africa in 1988/89 amount to about to US 16.0 billion

on account ofreveree flows arising fro. debt service, capital flight and

the terms of trade effects.72 The external debt situation like the volume

of trade has continued to worsen. The size of Africa's debt rose sharply and

uninterruptedly from US 1138.6 billion in 1982 to us 1249.7 billion in 1988.

Debt service is curreatly estimated at 32.2 per cent of exports of goods and

services.73

Self-reliance and self-sustain development is an important 'objective of

the Lagos Plan of Action and in statements made by African leaders. Africa's

development strategy is designed to achieve this objective in the long run.

In the short run, Africa needs massive resources to finance her developeent

sfforts. Indeed a high level of resource transfer reminiscent of the Marshalll

Plan is needed to promote Africa's development strategy.

Suffice it to mention in passing that critics of the idee of messive sid

transfer to Africa argue that a high level of resource transfer may lead to
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an aid d'lpendency syndrome,. a dllcline in domestic savings, overv,alU,e,d exc~ge

rates and ,high wage ratu. 74 SOlie of the critics even allege that mal!!};Iive aid

to Africa would not enhance development because Africa lacks the necepsary

structures to absorb such aid. So far the aid given to African countries has

not followed the Balle basis ~ aid granted Europe under the Marshall Plan. How

Was the transfer of a,id through the Marshall Plan to Europe organi:r;ed?

In order to speedl!:uropean economic recovery in the' wake of the Second

~orld ~ar the United States of America injected massive aid into Europe. ' American

a1d was maae conditional upon econoaic cooperation among European states.

The Economic Cooperation Act of 1948 specifically called for European econo~ic

integration.75 The Americans saw economic recovery as the ,necessary basia

for long-tera economic and social pro~rity. The result was the creation of

the Organization of European Econo.ic Cooperation (OEBe).

The Marshall Plan was a huge success and its cost was surprisingly low.

In all the cost of this programme stood at US '12 billion.76 Like the Marshall

Plan, the Colombo Plan 'helped' a nUJllber of countries in the Asian and Pacific

regions reach what is normally described as an industrial take-off into self

sustained development. Some of the states in this region have acquired the

title of NeWly Industrialising Countries (NIC). As John H. Chileane rightly

reflects on the performance of aid in Africa: ''The question is whether there

is something basically wrong with Africa aS,a recipient of aid or the type at

aid that has been given to Africa as a region or its constituent ,parts~ll77

The problem so far has been with the nature of aid disbursements to Africa

i.e. the amount and conditions under which aid is given. The amount of external

assistance is often not sufficient to help put in place the necessary foundations

for economic' take-off. The next problem is that there has been no aid package

for Africa as a region. Aid has either been given to individual countries or the

constituent

regional

parts of the continent. There is no coordination structure at the sub-

snd regional levels.

~-------------- 1
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The last probl,_ is liked to the conditioDs under which _id is siYea

to Atrican countries. The conditions under Which aid i. gr&Dted to donors

to Third World countries haye been se..re11 criticised b1 both scholars and

Third World leaders. The donor countri.s instead ot using aid to help deY,loping

countri•• , uee it as a ..an. to take care ot th.ir own economic and political

interesta.78 'l'Iw practice ot aid t1ing to procure_nt !It goods and serdce.

fros the dODor countri•• ia a manifestation of tbi. attitude.

It aid is geared to help Atrica o.ercose her current econo.ic crisis, it

aust be 4eyoi4 of some of the traditional criticisms leYied on ezternal

assistance. Second, the aid must be ..ssi.. so as to keep with Africa's nseds.

The necessarT structuree to absorb foreign aid alread;Y exist - subregional

and multinational econo.ic cooperation organizations and national deY8lo~nt

plana have NeA put iA place.

In the light of Atrica's current econoaic crisis, the continent neede

hup sums of external resource. to o.erco"e this crisis. IA t el'lls of iaportuce •

.. DeW Illechani.. idea.tical to the Marshall Plan is necesear)' for the iapoYerisbed

contiDent which bas .aried and enormous resources and considerable deYelop..nt

potential. Hovever, is order to ayoid errors ot the past and ensure etticient

"Hili_tion of aid, such a !lAssi.. truster or international resources UlIder

the scale of the Harsbell Plan to Africa must be desisned with a new to

iscre.slng collective seli-reliant and self-sustaining d.velo~ent at the

subregional al1 continental le••la.
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6. ECONOMIC COOPERATION, COLLECTIVE SECURITY, STABILITY AND DEVELOPMENT

The purpose of this section of the study is to critically examine the

relationship between regional economic cooperation and integration and collective

security, stability and development in Africa. To this end, it has been

argued by some scholars of political economy that regional economic integration

is primarily a political question if it is meant to address or solve existing

economic problems; On the other hand economic and politic. are so interwoven

that it is really difficult to draw a dividing line as to where one ends and

the other starts,' The simple conclusion is that economics" high politic.

and politicS determines the economic system and conditione its direction

rate oC'growth and development.

Africa qualifies infamously as the largest region in terms of territorialit~

a lar~"number of fragile arctificially carved states, the region that has

suffered most and longest from colonial domination, the most backward

region. blessed with vast .human and material resources, ,the region with the

the highest record of political instability, civil strifesL~~s the high record

of refugees, a region with the worst records of authoritarian and despotic rule,

to name but a few.

These negatives features .persist despite the fact that independence was

seen as seeking "first the political kingdom" so that other goodies whic!)

colonial domination denied the African could become his by right. One of the

problems that has bedevilled the African has been his persistence in w~t

and .1_1'7 in the midst of plenty, The African has continued to suffer frOID

both natural and man-made calamities, namely ; political instability, repression

and exploitation, Because of these factors, his living standard has not only

stagnated, it has deteriorated below the 1970 level,

Conscious of the state of the neW nation - politically fragile and

economically unviable, consolution was taken right from the early days of

r
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independence in the formation of economic integration - a means by which a group

of independent nations freely resolved to pool their resources together for

economic d~velopment.

Or1wka maintains that "regional integration is an approach to collective

'development which sinultaneously seeks to minimise foreign involvement 11.79

Regional economic integration while creating a larger market. tilQ. attracting

investments will Serve as a stiali for the effective utilisation of internal

resources - human and material.

It is indeed an instrument of economic decolonisation. Pooling reSources

together in an integrative scheme is laying a base for colleotive and self

reliance for as pointed above most African nations, except a country like

Nigeria, are small and poor to compete fairly with the more advanced countries

of the North. Asante holds that collective self-reliance has become an essential

component of "alternative" strategies for elimination of dependence and

exploitation Which have been responsible for the distortion of the development

processes in the Third \;orld".80

Regional integrative schemes such as the ECOWAS grouping sixteen countries

offer limitless opportuni ties for economic development, .establis.hment of large

scale industries fed by a variety of raw materials tapped from the environment.

The large population which provides a base for ready labour and specialisation is

also a great incentive for economic development.

industrialisation.

diversification and

Regional economic integration requires a political, social and conduicive

environment to thrive successfully that is yielding benefits both to the

individual member stat~and the group. Each member coming into the group require"

some assurances or guarantees prior to full membership. These assurances are:
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(a) each member will .ant to be assured of benefits that will accrue to her

which should be higher than~what she could get if she remained outside the

integrative scheme;

(b) the policies adopted should reflect the interests of all members. and all

should be seen as vital links. This is the basis on which members will

willingly indiVidually and collectively sacrifice and compromise a certain

degree of their sovereignty in order to realise the communitT's aims and

policies; and

(c) finally, the physical infrastructure, especially transport, should be made

efficient enoush to facilitate a well-ordered intra-~onal distributive

net_work.81

Experiences since independence point to the urgent need for regional

economic integration schemes which should not only be seen narrowly as economic

ventures to attain economic decolonisation in Africa but as a collective

instrument for military and political decolonisation of the entire continent.

Africa as a region within the international system is tied to the global system

right at the bottom of the rigid hierarchical structure and condemned by her

weak economy, fragile political institutions and her western controlled security

forces to perpetually remain as an object rather than a respectable actor in

the international system.

Technology and science has reduced the modern world into a city within

which the super powers act and treat others like game cards on the board, -hat

commands respect in the international system for any member is how much

influence you wield and you never wield influence from a position of weakness

and dependence.

To transform regional ecoDomic integr~tion schemes into viable instruments

of African geniune decolonisation, African leaders need to decolonise their

perceptions and thinking. This done, they will have to act positively by:

."
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6.1 Demonstrating "'_J~LPolit_i~alWip':!1dCommitment to Collectin Survival

Survival here should not just be taken to mean being alife for one could

be alife but dead spiritually, morally and psychologically. Man needs to live

in dignitY,to be respected by others for what he is worth and as an equal.

This is what the African lost and can only regain it through his consciencious

efforts to redeem his image.

The absence of a strong political will and commitment on the part of the

political elites have reduced integration schemes into mere international window

dressing and a kind of jamboree whose importance lies in the clinging of tomblers

of champaigne and empty declarations. Having very little faith in the regional

body, African leaders are not ready to give up some of their sovereignty, they

continue to emphasize nationalism as opposed to regionalism.

Because of this the politics of regionalism in Africa have remained a

preserve of the ruling class forgetting that the success of economic policies

depends on how well they re fleet the true condition of the exploited masses

on the one hand and on the degree of mass participation on the other.

6.2 Ending Conflicting Policies.

The absence of political .ill and commitment manifests itself glaringly in

national economic policies which contradict subregional economic cooperation

goals. wi t hLn the UD8AC subregion, for example, the Common Investment Convention

divides industries into three broad categories. UDEAG has jurisdiction over

industries in category lie" leaVing decision on Categories "A" and "B" to th.e

in.i.idul .nembe r states. But members still formulate national investment codes

that differ from the Common Investment Cod~ both in terms of categorization

of investment and the advantages accorded to different types of investments.82
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Professor Adebayo Adedeji maintains that "implementation of declared
.f'. --

programmes has often remained a problem ••• The underlying reason he remarks,

is the "top-down approaches" and the absence of "an appropriate balance'between

regional (supranational) and national objectives", which could not be achieved

either in designing programmes or in their implementation. ,,83

To transform regional economic groupings into viable instruments of national

and collective economic development, multilateral declarations should be

systematically converted into every day economic practice and supported by

concrete economic policy instruments in each member state. This in itself implies

that supranational economic objectives and policies should be drawn up after ..

objectt.. and scientific study of the economic needs and aspirations of members;

for it is only when esch member's interest is well represented that mobilisation

of the citizens for effective participation will be assured.

6.) Ensuring Political Stability.

Political instability in Africa has become a cancer of the heart. This

has more' often than not stagnated subregional group activities. The final death

blow to the existence of the East African Community (EACM) grouping Kenya,

Tanzania and Uganda was Idi Amin's Coup in Uganda in 1971.

Other subregional groups have not escaped the devastating blows of political

instability. Of all subregions, West Africa has suffered worst. Samuel Doe's

Coup in Liberia in the early 1980s and Campoare's overthrow of the dashing

of African revolutionarists, Captain Thomas Sanksre in Burkins Faso caused

great ill-feelings within the ECOliAS.

\oIi th re ference to the former Nigeria, the undisputable lesder of ECOIoiAS

who is also hosting the subregion's headquarters refused to recognise the

Doe regime in Liberia. When Thomas Sankare was killed in the bloody Coup that

overthrow his regime there was an undeclsred war between Ghana, whose leader

:
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Jerry Rawlings Was a personal friend of Sankare and Burkina Faso; Such moments

create general insecurity threatening the fragile institutions of the regional

organisation. The Liberian Coup had a grave impact on the Mana River Union

as members developed cold feet and political apathy.

Insecurity at the suparanational level has often justified and driven

member states to jealous attachment to national protectionism or national

sovereignty and declaring action taken as an internal affair. This has often

led to expo16ion of foreign nationals as did Ghana to Nigeria, Nigeria giving

a quit order to non-resident status aliens in 1981, and Gahon expelling

Cameroonians in the same year.

This general insecuri ty has also led to border closures as ev'idenced beheen

ToSO - Benin in late 197' to Marsh 1985 which almost resulted in an open war

between the two founding fathers of the Mano River Union.84

The border closure by Nigeria until 1983 brought such untold hardship to

members of the ECOWAS subregion understanding Nigeria's role. Indeed it made

nonesense of the 90 days free movement or visitation of ECO~AS citizens within

ECOIiAS member states.

6.~ Ensuring Inte~9~hesion and..~~l.

The security of African states, thus regional organisations is not only

threatened by internal forces and natural disasters, external forces are also

strong factors to be considered.

Firstly, is the diabolic activities of trL~snational corporationa ~.ich

often under cut policies for economic independence. ~ith their Bophistie~ted

means of gathering information and strong financial base, they can as well

corrupt and cause assassination of revolutionary leaders e.g. Samora Mache~

or cause them to be overthrown in Coup d'etat as happened with General Murtala

Mohammed of Nigeria.
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In November 1970, Portuguese mercenaries led an abortive coup against

Sekou Toure of Guinea as a means of eliminating a vital source of support of

the struggle for the independence of Guinea Bissau and Cape Verde. The OAU

which should have readily come to the assistance of a founding member failed

woefully because there walt no standing defence force.

Experience has not taught Africa to set up a defence force like that of

NATO or the Warsaw Pact instead individual African nations are quick at

concluding defence pacts with super powers as well as providing military bases

even to be uSed indestabilising other African nations.

TIle United States of America under rtegean bombed'Libya with the aim of'

eliminating Colonel Gaddafi under the pretext of fighting international terrorism.

He, was no t even reprimanded by the World body, the U.N. This show of power b7
been

America has als~done in Nicaraqua and ,Panama. The lesson to the Third World

nations is that they are individually at the mercy of the super powers.

Economic integrative schemes to bring about lasting solutions to problems

of underdevelopment and end dependence must be backed by a defence mechanism.

The simple fact is that there can be no meaningful development without peace

and sec urity.

ECOWAS subregion plaqued by insecurity in 1978 adopted a Non-Aggression

Pact and in June 1981 it added to it the Protocol relating to Mutual Assistance

in matters of Defence. This is a welcome development and will certainly add

a red feather to the community's so l i.dar i ty and confidence while on the' other

hand removing • inbuilt distrust.85

However; considering African poll tical experience. it would be more rewarding

if subregional groupings concentrated on socio-economic integrative schemes

surrendering security and defence matters to the continental body, the OAU.
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In this respect it requires that the OAD De fence Commission should be transformed

automatically into an African High Corrmand with a fully deveLoped is t.andi.ng army

that Can be put into action at the shortest notice as circumstances demand.

The fear here is that if subregional groupings were to develop their security

and defence mechanisms, those with ~olonial imprints like UDEAC and CEAO will

perpetually remain an obstacle to the struggle for African Unity. It should be

recalled that even from a socio-economic perspective, CEAO came up to serve

French interest within E:CO\'AS.

Africa is a region within the world syatem and suffers the same problems.
iater-atate

In reality Bubregional groupings should make t. ,boundaries so f'Lu'i d , Indeed

there should be concrete bridges and openings for enlargement through mergers

of subregional groupings.
6.5 CoacluaioD

To coselade. the overriding goal of subregional economic integration in

the African region should be the "overall .ell being of the people t hr-ough

sustained improvement of their living standards and, the full and effective

participation of the people in charting their development policies, prcgr'anmee and

processes and contributing to their realisation".86

As an instrument oLdeveloplllent through collective effort and commitment,

the people need to be guaranteed freedom from fear and insecurity. The people

need peace and security to make effective contributions for their development

and without peace and securitythe7 have no guarantee to enjoy the fruits of their

labour.

Freedom from feear and insecurity is guare~teed by an established defence

mechanism that serves as a deterent to any external and/or internal threats and

responses effectively, timely and with precision whenever circumstances so'demand.

Regional ~d/or subregional economic integration will succeed only against the

background of political cooperation that is guaranteed by collective security

and stability.
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7. COICLtrpING IlEKARKS

In concluding this study, it could be argued that despite the complex

problems and issues which have influenced the efforts of African States

towards effective subregional economic cooperation and integration, their

stability and collective security, one compelling and irreversible reality is

ob.i... - that the circle of underdevelopment to which Africa is continously

sUbjected, with its attendant economic, political and social ills, can only

by broken by collective endeavour at the sUbregional and cont.inental levels.

llltact, no matter the amount of good will and innow of real sources and

support from the international community, the economic recovery and self-

sustained development of the African continent rests solely and squarely on

its people in general and its leaders in particular.

African states, therefore,have no choice than to collectively cooperate

effectively and relentlessly for unity of purpose on economic, political and

social issues and problems which had hitherto hampered the socio-economic

transformation of the continent during the last thirty years all.d aleo

threaten their very existence, security and stability. The deciding factor,

must be the effective existence of political will and commitment cOllcerllillg all

issues affecting subregional and continental cooperation.

This must consistently be demonstrated by the preparenes6 of African

States go give up some of their sovereignty and control over the individualistic

and isolated lIISllagement of their national economies; otherwise the invisaged

African Common Market. African Economic Community and other cooperation schemes

shall for ever remain a dream. As a consequence, Africa shall continue to be

marginalized in the international economic, security and political system- an

"

:

outcome which is certainly undesirable and sad
resources

extensiveLand enormous development potential.

for a continent Which has

,.,---------------------------------------- ,
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A P PEN D I X

LIS'l'OF A,FRICAN ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND INTEGRATION
.GROUPINGS AND THEIR MEMBERSHIP

------------
1.· Central African Customs and Ecooomic Union (UDEAC)

Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon

2. Comite 'ermanent Consultatif du Maghreb (CPCM)

3 Algeria, Mauritania, Morocco, Tuniaia

3. Council of the Entente

Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, Niger, Togo

4. Economic Community of ~_ntral African_States (CEEAC)

B~di, Cameroon, Central African RepUblic, Chad, Congo, Equatorial Guinea,
Gabon, Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe, Zaire

5. Economic Community of west African States (ECOWAS)

Benin, Burkina FaBo, Capte Verde, Cote d'Ivoire. Gambia. Ghana. Guinea.
Guinea-BisBau, Liberia. Mali. Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria. Senegal.
Sierra Leone, Togo

6. Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL)

Burundi. RWanda, Zaire

7. Mana River Union (MRU)

Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone

8. Permanent Inter-State Committee on Drought Control in the Sahel (CILSS)

Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Chad, Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Mauritania,
Niger, Senegal

9. Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African StateB (PTA)

Burundi, Comoroa. Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius,
l/wanda. 30malia. 3waziland, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania,
Zambia, Zimbabwe

10•.,est African Economic Community (CEAO)

Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, Hali, ~auritania, Niger, 3enegal

11. Lake Chad Basin Commission (LCBC)

Cameroon, Chad, Niger, Nigeria

"

,
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12. Niger Basin Authority (MBA)

Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Chad, Cote d'Ivoire, Guinea, Mali, Niger,
Nigeria

Organization of African Unity (GAU)

,

•

•

Algeria, Angola. Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Camercon,
Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Congo, Cote d'Ivoire,
Djibouti, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana,
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya,
Madagascar, Malawi. Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda,
Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somalia, SUdan,
Swaziland, Togo, Tunisia, Ugan1a, United Republic of Tanzania, Zaire,
Zambia, Zimbabwe.

Organization for the Planning and Development of the Kagera Basin (OKS)

Burundi, Rwanda, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania

15. Organization for the DevelOpment of the River Gambia (OMVG)

Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Senegal

16. Organization for the Development of the Senegal River (OMVS)

Mali, Mauritania, Senegal

17. Southern African Development Co-ordination Committee (SADCC)

Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland, United Republic
of Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe.

18. Authority for the Integrat~.l?!'Y.'lI0E!!te!ltof the Liptako-Gourma Region

Burkina Faso, Mali, Niger

Indian Ocean Commission

Comoros, Madagascar, Mauritius, Reunion, Seychelles

20. Intergovernmental Authority on Drought and Development (IGADD)

Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, ~omalia, Sudan, Uganda.




